The Emerging Markets Forum was created by the Centennial Group as a not-for-profit initiative to bring together high-level government and corporate leaders from around the world to engage in dialogue on the key economic, financial and social issues facing emerging market countries.

The Forum is focused on some 70 market economies in East and South Asia, Eurasia, Latin America and Africa that share prospects of superior economic performance, already have or seek to create a conducive business environment and are of near-term interest to private investors, both domestic and international. Our current list of EMCs is shown on the back cover. We expect this list to evolve over time, as countries' policies and prospects change.

Further details on the Forum and its meetings may be seen on our website at http://www.emergingmarketsforum.org

The Watergate Office Building, 2600 Virginia Avenue, NW, Suite 201
Washington, DC 20037, USA. Tel: (1) 202 393 6663 Fax: (1) 202 393 6556
Email: info@emergingmarketsforum.org

A nonprofit initiative of the Centennial Group
All the events will take place in Radisson Hotel in Astana, Kazakhstan.

**Monday, September 12, 2016**

17:00-19:00  Registration: (Saryarka 4)

19:00-21:30  Welcome reception and dinner (Saryarka 4)

**Tuesday, September 13, 2016, Saryarka 1**

08:00-08:50  Registration (continued)

09:00-09:10  Welcoming Remarks by **Shigeo Katsu**, President, Nazarbayev University

09:07-09:25  Welcoming Remarks by **Harinder Kohli**, Chief Executive, Emerging Markets Forum

09:25-11:30  Session I: The World in 2050
Chair: **Shigeo Katsu**, President, Nazarbayev University
Presentation by **Harinder Kohli**, Chief Executive, Emerging Markets Forum and Editor, *The World in 2050*
Discussants: **Aktoty Aitzhanova**, Chairperson, National Analytical Center; **Qingzhong Pan**, Executive Dean, Schwarzman College, Tsinghua University; **Ulan Sarbanov**, Former Governor, National Bank of Kyrgyzstan

11:30-11:45  Group Photo

11:45-13:00  Lunch (Saryarka 2)

13:00-15:00  Session II: Central Asia 2050
Chair: **Dmitry Pankin**, Chairman, Eurasian Development Bank
Discussants: **Giovanni Capannelli**, Country Director, Kazakhstan Resident Mission, Asian Development Bank; **Dennis de Tray**, Board Member and Adviser to the President of Nazarbayev University; **Lutfullo Saidmuradov**, Director, Institute of Economy and Demography of Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan

15:00-15:30  Coffee Break
15:30-17:20  Session III: Central Asia 2050  
Chair: Djoomart Otorbaev, Former Prime Minister of Kyrgyz Republic  
Joint Presentation by Johannes Linn, Distinguished Resident Scholar, Emerging Markets Forum; and Rajat Nag, Distinguished Fellow, Emerging Markets Forum  
Discussants: Sultan Akimbekov, Director, Institute of World Economics and Politics of Kazakhstan; Rustam Aminjonov, Deputy Director, Analytical Center “Navo” of Tajikistan; Janna Fattakhova, Senior Research Coordinator, Center for Economic Research (CER) of Uzbekistan; Janet Heckman, Director for Kazakhstan, The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)

17:20-17:40  Coffee Break

17:40-18:30  Session IV: Round Table Discussion  
Chair: Werner Hermann, Former Director, Swiss National Bank  
Panels: Shigeo Katsu, Harinder Kohli, Anara Makatova, Djoomart Otorbaev, Dmitry Pankin and Ulan Sarbanov

18:30-20:00  Closing Reception (Saryarka 3)
List of Participants

Aktoty Aitzhanova
Chairperson, National Analytical Center
Kazakhstan

Sultan Akimbekov
Director, Institute of World Economics and Politics
Kazakhstan

Anvar Alimov
Senior Research Fellow, Institute of Economy and Demography of Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan
Tajikistan

Rustam Aminjonov
Deputy Director, Analytical Center “Navo”
Tajikistan

Gavkharpasha Sabirdjanovna Ashirova
Leading Specialist, Bishkek City Development Agency
Kyrgyz Republic

Aibek Baisakalov
Senior Researcher, Regional Growth and Competitiveness Lab, National Analytical Center
Kazakhstan

Sailau Baizakov
Economic Research Institute
Kazakhstan

Uran Bolush
Advisor to a Member of Parliament of the Kyrgyz Republic
Kyrgyz Republic

Ato Brown
Country Manager for Kazakhstan, The World Bank
International Organization

Giovanni Capannelli
Country Director, Kazakhstan Resident Mission, Asian Development Bank
International Organization

Dennis de Tray
Board Member and Adviser to the President of Nazarbayev University
United States

Yergali Dosmagambet
Deputy Director 2, Central Asian Regional Economic Cooperation Institute
Regional Organization

Patrick Duparcq
Dean, Graduate School of Business, Nazarbayev University
Kazakhstan

Ochirbal Enkhbold
Researcher, Institute for Strategic Studies of the National Security Council
Mongolia

Janna Fattakhova
Senior Research Coordinator, Center for Economic Research (CER)
Uzbekistan

Firuza Gafurova
Student, Tajik National University, Department of International Economic Relations
Tajikistan

Jianwei Gong
Executive Director, The Secretariat of the Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia (CICA)
Regional Organization

Janet Heckman
Director for Kazakhstan, The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
International Organization

Werner Hermann
Former Director, Swiss National Bank
Switzerland

Gulmira Ileuova
Director, Center for Social and Political Studies Strategy
Kazakhstan

Bermet Imanalieva
Research Officer, National Institute for Strategic Studies
Kyrgyz Republic
Kamolkhon Inomkhodjayev  
Programme Associate, Economic Governance Unit of UNDP Uzbekistan  
Uzbekistan

Zhalmila Irsakova  
Research Officer, National Institute for Strategic Studies  
Kyrgyz Republic

Savitakhun Isakov  
Deputy Director, National Institute for Strategic Studies  
Kyrgyz Republic

Nadira Itenova  
Leading Specialist, Department for Investments and Public Private Partnership, Bishkek City Development Agency  
Kyrgyz Republic

Pavel Ivanov  
Senior Trade Officer and Officer for Cultural Affairs, Embassy of Switzerland  
Switzerland

Oraz Jandosov  
Director, RAKURS Center for Economic Analysis  
Kazakhstan

Bakhyt Jyekyei  
Manager, School of Medicine  
Kazakhstan

Shigeo Katsu  
President, Nazarbayev University  
Kazakhstan

Sevil Khidirova  
PR Specialist, Lukoil, Uzbekistan Operating Company  
Uzbekistan

Vladlen Kim  
Academic Secretary, Institute of Forecasting and Macroeconomic Research under the Cabinet of Ministers of Uzbekistan  
Uzbekistan

Harinder Kohli  
Founding Director and Chief Executive, Emerging Markets Forum  
United States

Bobir Komilov  
Head, UN Information Office in Tashkent  
Uzbekistan

Christos Kostopoulos  
Lead Economist for Central Asia, Europe and Central Asia, The World Bank International Organization

Johannes Linn  
Distinguished Resident Scholar, Emerging Markets Forum, Former Regional Vice President, World Bank  
United States

Anara Makatova  
Deputy Chairperson, National Analytical Center  
Kazakhstan

Dmitriy Makauskas  
Deputy Chairperson of the Board, National Analytical Center  
Kazakhstan

Dzhamshed Mashokirov  
Senior Lecturer, Department of Economics, Tajik State University of Commerce  
Tajikistan

Malik Mehdiyev  
Senior Research Fellow, Department for Economic Modeling and Analysis, Institute for Scientific Research on Economic Reforms under Ministry of Economic Development  
Azerbaijan

Farzon Mirboboyev  
Research Fellow - Institute of Economics and Demography of Academy of Sciences of Republic of Tajikistan  
Tajikistan

Ruslan Z. Mirsayapov  
Minister of Bashkortostan Republic  
Russia

Dovran Myratnazarov  
Financial Director, “Turkmen Awto Merkezi” Company  
Turkmenistan
Rajat Nag
Distinguished Fellow, Emerging Markets Forum; Former Managing Director General, Asian Development Bank (ADB)
India

Ahadhon Najmitdinov
Founder and General Director, “BIK”
Namangan
Uzbekistan

Salmon Nasimi
Leading Specialist at Macroeconomic Research Department, The Centre of Strategic Research under the President of the Republic of Tajikistan
Tajikistan

Kashif Noon
Head of Knowledge Management Unit, Central Asian Regional Economic Cooperation Institute
Regional Organization

Sorboni Olimzoda
Specialist of Macroeconomic Research Department, Centre of Strategic Research under the President of the Republic of Tajikistan
Tajikistan

Serik Orazgaliyev
Instructor, Graduate School of Public Policy (GSPP)
Kazakhstan

Yerbol Orynbayev
Deputy Prime Minister of Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan

Djomart Otorbaev
Former Prime Minister
Kyrgyz Republic

Qingzhong Pan
Executive Dean, Schwarzman College, Tsinghua University
China

Dmitry Pankin
Chairman, Eurasian Development Bank International Organization

Botagoz Rakisheva
Deputy Director, Institute for Comparative Social Research CESSI
Kazakhstan

Lutfullo Saidmuradov
Director, Institute of Economy and Demography of Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan
Tajikistan

Farrukh Sanginov
Head, E-learning Center, Tajik State University of Commerce (TSUC)
Tajikistan

Ulan Sarbanov
Former Governor, National Bank of Kyrgyzstan
Kyrgyz Republic

Urs Schmid
Ambassador of Switzerland to Kazakhstan and Tajikistan
Switzerland

Munira Shahidi
Director, Z. Shahidi Museum of Musical Culture; Chair, Z. Shahidi International Foundation for Culture
Tajikistan

Pulat Shozimov
Faculty Development Program Manager and Acting Head, Aga Khan Humanities Project of the University of Central Asia
Tajikistan

Tukiyev Aslan Sultanovich
Director, Institute of Legislation, Ministry of Justice
Kazakhstan

Hui Weng Tat
Dean, Graduate School of Public Policy, Nazarbayev University
Kazakhstan

Kanat Tilekeyev
Senior Research Fellow, Institute of Public Policy and Administration, University of Central Asia
Kyrgyz Republic

Kemel Toktomushev
Research Fellow, Institute of Public Policy and Administration, University of Central Asia
Kyrgyz Republic
Nurgul Ularkhanova  
Senior Manager, Career and Advising Center  
Kazakhstan

Aida Urazaliyeva  
Head and Senior Researcher, Regional Growth and Competitiveness Lab, National Analytical Center  
Kazakhstan

Karim Yesufbekov  
Leading Specialist, Investment Department, Open Joint Stock Company “Orienbank”  
Tajikistan

Oybek Yuldashev  
Director, Central Asia Research Group, Centil, Westminster International University in Tashkent  
Uzbekistan

Lei Zhu  
Member of Professional Personnel, The Secretariat of the Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia (CICA) Regional Organization

Patrik Duparq  
Nazarbaev University  
Kazakhstan

Yernar Zharkeshov  
Regional Hub of Civil Service in Astana  
Kazakhstan